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Abstract. Nanodisturbance deformation mode in free-standing nanowires, micropillars and
nanowires serving as structural elements of bulk nanocomposites is theoretically described for
various metallic and covalent materials having face-centered cubic crystal lattices. This deformation mode represents formation of near-surface nanodisturbances, nanoscopic areas of ideal
plastic shear with tiny shear vectors in subsurface areas of nanowires and micropillars. The
critical stress is calculated which is needed for the nanodisturbance deformation mode to occur
in nanowires/micropillars having square cross sections. This stress is calculated as a function
of the nanowire/micropillar cross section size d ranging from 1 to 500 nm in the cases of metals
(Al, Au, Ni, Pd) and covalent materials (Si, SiC). Sensitivity of the nanodisturbance deformation
mode to geometric and material parameters of nanowires and micropillars is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

is attributed to dislocation-free states of micropillars
[6,7]. More precisely, following Greer and Nix [6,7],
pre-existent dislocations under applied stress move
towards micropillar free surfaces where they rapidly
disappear. As a result of the fast initial deformation
stage, a micropillar becomes free from dislocations,
basic carriers of plastic flow in crystals. The further
plastic deformation can occur, if only very high
stresses are applied which initiate plastic flow in
the defect-free micropillar [6,7].
Also, as with micropillars, ultrathin free-standing nanowires exhibit superior strength and are deformed by specific deformation modes
[1,5,11,16,17]. In general, following experimental
data, computer simulations and theoretical models
in this area, one can distinguish several deformation modes operating in initially defect-free nanowires

Unique mechanical and physical properties of
nanowires and micropillars strongly depend on evolution of their defect structures which thereby represent the subject of intensive research in physics
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and micropillars at very high level of stresses. For
instance, computer models [22,23] showed that plastic flow in initially defect-free nanowires occurs
through nucleation of lattice dislocations at nanowire
free surfaces and their further glide in nanowire interiors. Also, following experimental data [13], computer simulations [24] and theoretical models
[17,25], nanoscale deformation twinning can come
into play in nanowires and micropillars. Besides,
solid state amorphization of initially crystalline and
defect-free nanowires under mechanical load has
been observed in experiment [26] and computer
simulations [27,28]. These results are logically explained in the theoretical model [29] describing a
nanoscale amorphization process associated with
spatially inhomogeneous shear as a special mode
of plastic deformation in nanowires. In addition, in
papers [11,25] a new mechanism of plastic deformation in defect-free nanowires has been suggested
and theoretically described. This mechanism represents the nanodisturbance deformation mode, that
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der mechanical load. It was theoretically demonstrated that, as with nanowires [11,25], Gum metals (special Ti-based alloys) [30], nanocrystalline
materials [31,32] and nanocomposites [33] can be
deformed by the nanodisturbance mechanism.
These theoretical representations were confirmed
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plastic deformation [34]. Also, nanoscale stacking
faults resulting from nanoscale ideal shear events
were experimentally observed in deformed Au
nanowires with lateral sizes 1-2 nm [16]. Besides,
Oh with co-workers [10] noted that nanodisturbances
can produce dislocation loops experimentally observed in mechanically loaded micropillars.
In papers [11,25], operation of the
nanodisturbance deformation mode in Au and Cu
nanowires having square cross sections with sizes
(analogs of diameters of cylinder-like nanowires)
ranging from 1 to 50 nm was theoretically analyzed.
The nanowires are made of metals (Au and Cu)
specified by rather low values of the stacking fault
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nanowire sizes is, in fact, limited to the cases of
thin and ultrathin nanowires. At the same time, it is
highly interesting to understand, if the
nanodisturbance deformation mode can also operate in both nanowires and micropillars (with cross
section sizes having values up to 500 nm) made of
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materials with covalent chemical bonding and metals with comparatively large values of the stacking
fault energy. The main aim of this paper is to theoretically examine the energy and stress characteristics of the nanodisturbance deformation mode in
both nanowires and micropillars made of such covalent materials as SiC and Si as well as various
metals such as Al, Au, Ni, and Pd in the range of
nanowire/micropillar cross section size from 1 to
500 nm. This examination will allow us to reveal
fundamentally and practically important trends of
sensitivity exhibited by the nanodisturbance deformation mode to geometric and material parameters
of nanowires and micropillars.

2. GEOMETRIC FEATURES OF
NANODISTURBANCE
DEFORMATION MODE IN
NANOWIRES, MICROPILLARS AND
BULK NANOCOMPOSITES
CONTAINING NANOWIRES
Let us consider the specific geometric features of
the nanodisturbance deformation mode in a single
crystalline nanowire/micropillar which is initially free
from defects. For definiteness, we describe these
geometric features in the exemplary case of a freestanding nanowire having initial shape of a long rectangular box with a square cross section having the
sizes d d (Fig. 1a). Results of our examination
can be almost directly (with evident minor modifications) extended to nanowires and micropillars having other geometries (e.g., cylinder-like nanowires,
micropillars growing on substrates, etc.).
So, let us consider the nanodisturbance deformation mode, that is, plastic flow occurring in a
nanowire through formation of near-surface
nanodisturbances, nanoscopic areas of plastic
shear with tiny shear vectors formed near nanowire
free surfaces (Fig. 1). At the initial stage of the
nanodisturbance deformation mode, an applied
b
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shear to occur along the nanoscale fragment ABCD
of a nanowire section misoriented by 45 degrees
relative to the nanowire axis (Fig. 1b). The shear is
specified by a tiny shear magnitude s and produces
a generalized stacking fault ABCD having nanoscopic sizes (Fig. 1b). (A generalized stacking fault
is by definition a planar defect resulted from a cut of
a perfect crystal across a single plane into two parts
which are then subjected to a relative displacement
through an arbitrary vector s (lying in the cut plane)
and rejoined; see, e.g., [35,36].) The generalized
stacking fault is bounded in the nanowire section
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Plastic deformation of a nanowire occurs through generation and evolution of a
nanodisturbance. (a) The initial (pre-deformation) state of the nanowire is free from defects. (b) and (c) The
nanodisturbance is generated and evolves under the applied shear stress. The Burgers vector magnitude s
of the non-crystallographic dislocation associated with the nanodisturbance gradually grows, and the generalized stacking fault (ABCD) evolves in parallel with increase in s. (d) The nanodisturbance transforms
into a conventional partial dislocation when s reaches b. (e) The geometrically final state of the nanowire
contains an isolated stable stacking fault terminated at two free surface steps.
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sociated generalized stacking fault - is called the
near-surface nanodisturbance [11,25].
At the following stage of the nanodisturbance
deformation mode, the magnitude s continuously
increases (Fig. 1c), and the dislocation can move
within the nanowire interior. Then, the Burgers vector magnitude s of the nanodisturbance reaches the
magnitude b, in which case the nanodisturbance
transforms into a conventional partial dislocation
joined by a conventional stable stacking fault (specified by the minimum energy) ABCD with the free
surface (Fig. 1d). Finally, the conventional partial
dislocation moves and disappears at the free surface (Fig. 1e). As a result, an isolated stacking
fault in the nanowire section forms which is terminated at two free surface steps (Fig. 1e).
So, we considered generation and evolution of
nanodisturbances in free-standing nanowires under
tensile mechanical load. Note that the
nanodisturbance deformation mode under consideration can also come into play in nanowires serving as structural elements of bulk nanocomposites
containing cracks (Fig. 2). More precisely, when
bridging of cracks by nanowires is realized in
nanocomposites, these nanowires (as with free-

standing nanowires) can be deformed by the
nanodisturbance mode (Fig. 2). In doing so, the
nanodisturbance deformation mode influences the
fracture toughness of bulk nanocomposites containing nanowires as reinforcing inclusions.

3. ENERGY AND STRESS
CHARACTERISTICS OF
NANODISTURBANCE
DEFORMATION MODE IN
METALLIC AND COVALENT
NANOWIRES AND MICROPILLARS
Let us calculate energy and stress characteristics
of the nanodisturbance deformation mode in a
nanowire. In doing so, the nanowire is assumed to
be an elastically isotropic solid characterized by
the shear modulus G P]Sc
WTC X
bb ]v
ba
Pc
X . In
the case under examination, the nanodisturbance
deformation mode (Fig. 1) is specified by the following energy change W of the nanowire [11,25]:
W
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W
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(1)

where Wd is the proper elastic energy of a non-crystallographic dislocation (per its unit length) associated with a nanodisturbance; Ws is the energy of a
free surface step related to the generation and evolution of the nanodisturbance; W denotes the energy of the generalized stacking fault; and A is the
work spent by the shear stress to the generation
and evolution of the nanodisturbance.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Crack grows in a bulk
nanocomposite containing nanowires as reinforcing
structural elements. When nanowires provide bridging of cracks, they can be deformed by
nanodisturbance mode and thus increase fracture
toughness of bulk nanocomposites.

After some algebra presented in Ref. [25], the energy change W is given as follows:
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Here s is the Burgers vector magnitude of the non-crystallographic dislocation; x is the distance between
the non-crystallographic dislocation core and the free surface connected by the generalized stacking fault
with the core; s is the specific energy (per unit area) of the nanowire free surface; and gsf(s) is the specific
energy (per unit area) of the generalized stacking fault, depending on s. In the considered case of metallic
and ceramic materials with face-centered cubic lattice (hereinafter called fcc materials), the function gsf(s)
is well approximated by the following analytical expression (see, e.g., [37,38]):
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Here usf is the maximum of the function gsf(s), in which case usf characterizes the so-called unstable
stacking fault; and isf is the energy of the conventional stable stacking fault.
The energy change W(x,s) (given by formulas (2) and (3)) characterizes generation and evolution of the
nanodisturbance. When s = b, formula (2) transforms into the standard expression for the energy change
specifying generation of a conventional partial dislocation at the nanowire free surface and further glide of
the dislocation within the nanowire interior. In this context, formula (2) allows one to calculate the energy
characteristics of both the nanodisturbance deformation mode and the classical generation and glide of
partial lattice dislocations.
Table 1. Physical parameters of several fcc materials: shear modulus G C X
bb ]v
ba
Pc
X , Burgers vector
magnitude b for partial Shockley dislocations, surface energy s, unstable stacking fault energy usf, intrinsic stacking fault energy isf.
Material

G, GPa

Al [39,40]
Au [37,39]
Ni [38,39]
Pd [40]
Si [41,42]
3C-SiC [43,44]

26
27
76
44
64
217

b, nm
0.35
0.44
0.31
0.39
0.26
0.23

0.165
0.166
0.144
0.159
0.222
0.178

, J/m2

s

1
1.48
1.725
0.684
1.2
1.73

, J/m2

usf

0.185
0.09
0.17
0.26
1.92
2.464

, J/m2

isf

0.143
0.03
0.12
0.176
0.096
0.08
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Maps of the energy change
W(x,s) in the case of Ni nanowire with the size d =
] d]STac
WTTgc
Ta
]P[bWTPabc
a
Tbb P = 2
GPa, and (b) 3.9 GPa. The values of W are given
in units of Gb2/[2 (1 - )].

With formulas (2) and (3), we calculated the energy change W for several fcc materials: Al (aluminum), Au (gold), Ni (nickel), Pd (palladium), Si
(silicon), and 3C-SiC (the cubic phase of silicon
carbide). Their parameters exploited in our calculations are presented in Table 1. Fig. 3 shows a typical dependence of the characteristic energy change
W(x,s) as a map in two variables (x,s), calculated
for a Ni nanowire with the size d = 10 nm at applied
shear stress values of = 2 GPa (Fig. 3a) and =
3.9 GPa (Fig. 3b). These maps allow one to analyze evolution of the nanowire in the space of vari-
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ables (x,s) for both the new nanodisturbance deformation mode and the classical glide of partial lattice dislocations.
In the framework of our approach, the final state
of the nanowire (the state with an isolated stacking
fault terminated at two free surface steps (Fig. 1e)
which is formed after one elementary act of plastic
deformation) is specified by the coordinates (x=db, s=b) in the map and corresponds to the upper
right corner of the map (Fig. 3). The classical generation and glide of a partial lattice dislocation is
characterized by the dashed line with head arrow
(route 1) in Fig. 3. The classical deformation is specified by an energy barrier (at point I) which is weakly
sensitive to the applied stress, because the barrier
value is mostly related to the generation of a free
surface step during the generation of a dislocation.
In these circumstances, the classical deformation
mode can be realized as only a thermally activated
process and cannot occur at temperature T= 0K.
At the same time, in the absence of thermal fluctuations at T = 0K, the nanodisturbance deformation mode (see solid route 2 in Fig. 3) can operate
in nanowires and micropillars. For a comparatively
low level of the applied stress (Fig. 3a), a
nanodisturbance in a nanowire is generated, but its
evolution is not complete in the sense that the
nanowire with the nanodisturbance reaches some
intermediate state (point II in Fig. 3a) having the
minimum energy, which is different from the geometrically final state (corresponding to formation of
an isolated stable stacking fault terminated by free
surface steps; see Fig. 1e) characterized by x=d-b
and s=b. When the external stress reaches its critical value c, the nanowire evolves into its geometrically final state (x=d-b, s=b) in the athermal, nonbarrier way (Fig. 3b). Thus, the nanowire at temperature T = 0K can be deformed by only the
nanodisturbance mode (but not the classical dislocation glide), if the applied stress reaches its critical value c.
We calculated the critical shear stress c (the
minimum stress at which the nanodisturbance deformation mode occurs in the athermal way in the
nanowire and results in its geometrically final state)
as a function of the nanowire/micropillar size d ranging from 1 to 500 nm, for several fcc materials (Fig.
4). Figs. 4a and 4b present the calculated dependences c(d), for metals (Al, Au, Ni, Pd) and covalent materials (Si, 3C-SiC), respectively. The dependences show that the nanodisturbance deformation
mode in metallic nanowires/micropillars is typically
characterized by the critical shear stress c ~G/10
(Fig. 4a). These values of c are of the same order
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Dependence of the critical
stress c (the smallest stress at which the
nanodisturbance deformation mode occurs in the
non-barrier way) on the nanowire size d in (a) fcc
metal nanowires: Al, Au, Ni and Pd; and (b) covalent nanowires: Si and 3C-SiC.

as the ultimate stresses experimentally measured
[4,6,7,9,10,12-15,18] in metallic micropillars. In covalent fcc materials, values of the critical shear stress
2G/5 (Fig. 4b), first of all, due to extra high enc
ergy of the generalized stacking fault (see values of
the unstable stacking fault energy usf in Table 1).
With these values of c, the nanodisturbance deformation mode hardly occurs in nanowires/micropillars
made of such covalent materials as Si and 3C-SiC.
In addition, generally speaking, the dependences
(d) (Fig. 4) are indicative of the trend that the
c
strength of nanowires and micropillars increases with
decreasing their characteristic size d.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thus, the nanodisturbance deformation mode can
effectively occur at very high applied stresses and
temperature T = 0K in such metallic nanostructures
as free-standing metallic nanowires, micropillars and
nanowires serving as structural elements of bulk
nanocomposites. In doing so, in examined cases
of typical fcc metals (Al, Au, Ni, Pd) with low, intermediate and large energies of the stacking fault,
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the nanodisturbance deformation mode in metallic
nanowires/micropillars is characterized by the critical shear stress cjG/10 (Fig. 4a). These values of
are extremely high; they are close to the theoretic
cal strength and are of the same order as the ultimate stresses experimentally measured
[4,6,7,9,10,12-15,18] in metallic micropillars. In such
covalent fcc materials as Si and 3C-SiC, values of
the critical shear stress c2G/5 (Fig. 4b), first of all,
due to extra high energy usf of the unstable stacking fault energy (see Table 1). With these values of
, the nanodisturbance deformation mode at temc
perature T = 0K hardly occurs in nanowires/
micropillars made of Si and 3C-SiC. At the same
time, when temperature is high enough, thermal fluctuations are capable of enhancing operation of the
nanodisturbance deformation mode which, in any
event, is more energetically favorable than the classical dislocation glide.
Also, the dependences c(d) (Fig. 4) for both
metallic and covalent fcc materials are indicative of
the trend that the strength of nanowires and
micropillars increases with decreasing their characteristic size d. For d > 100 nm, the strength is
weakly sensitive to the nanowire/micropillar size d.
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